
Look good and give back with our One Voice™ Collection, 
which features our all-new One Voice essential oil blend 
and a beautifully handcrafted stacking diffuser bracelet set. 
Thirty-five percent of your bracelet purchase goes directly 
to the Young Living Foundation to champion education, 
develop enterprise, and end exploitation. Every time you 
order the One Voice Collection, you’re helping to protect 
the vulnerable from losing their freedoms to human 
trafficking and helping survivors restore their lives. You’re 
helping to give survivors back their voice. 
Around the world, millions of children are trafficked every 
year, living and working in conditions that strip them of 
their freedom and humanity. The Young Living Foundation 
strives to end exploitation by helping to fund initiatives 
designed to stop trafficking before it begins, educate the 
public to spot the signs of trafficking, prosecute 
perpetrators, restore lives, and influence policy reform. 
The One Voice essential oil label design was created by a 
human trafficking survivor who is going through the Hope 
for Justice Stepping Stones program—a program 
sponsored by the Young Living Foundation that provides 
survivors with the life skills they need to live independently 
and to thrive in the future. This label design celebrates the 
personal transformation that once-exploited individuals 
undergo as part of the restorative process: the 
transformation from victim to survivor; from having no voice 
to having a unified voice of freedom.  
Enjoy the many layers of this aroma as they unfold while 
reflecting on how you can use your voice for good. 

COLLECTION INCLUDES 
• Stacking Diffuser Bracelets 
• One Voice essential oil blend, 5 ml 
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FEATURES AND BENEFITS 
• Made of ethically and sustainably sourced clay, glass 

beads, and ensigo seeds  
• Handcrafted in Uganda 
• Provides fair wages for those rising out of poverty 

DIRECTIONS 
• Add a drop of your favorite essential oils to the porous 

clay to diffuse all day. 

CARE INSTRUCTIONS 
• Some essential oils may discolor the natural clay.  

Clean with a dry cloth. If exposed to water, let dry  
by air or sun. 

PRODUCT BACKGROUND 
The Stacking Diffuser Bracelets were handcrafted with clay 
and ensigo beads by artisans of the Mabira Collective, a 
women-led social enterprise in Uganda that provides 
stable employment, day care, and education opportunities 
to women. Mabira also provides health care, helps pay for 
school fees, and gives women the opportunity to learn, 
grow, and lead. 
Eve, one of Mabira’s artisans, describes how working at 
Mabira changed her life for the better: “I have three 
children who are my world. Before Mabira, I was only able 
to think about how I could find food for them each day. 
Now I look to the future and am working to own a home. 
Because of my hard work, my children have enough to eat 
and are enjoying going to school.” 
The Young Living Foundation works with women-led 
artisan groups across the globe, including artisans who 
have experienced extreme poverty, disability, displacement, 
trauma, exploitation, or violence. The Foundation is 
committed to helping these resilient women build strong 
and sustainable enterprises that will lead to more income-
generating opportunities. With fair and consistent pay, our 
partner artisans are better able to support their own needs, 
as well as the needs of their children and families.    
Learn more about the women whose lives  
you’ve helped impact at  
YoungLivingFoundation.org/developing-enterprise. 
Follow us on social media to learn more about our 
developing enterprise programs and projects: 
@YoungLivingFoundation 
Learn how to spot the signs of human trafficking at 
YoungLivingFoundation.org/human-trafficking.  
Find out how the Young Living Foundation is working  
to end exploitation at  
YoungLivingFoundation.org/ending-exploitation. 
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